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A stately terrace the canal surrounds
That yields a prospect o’er the neighb’ring grounds,
Whose fertile pastures with rich herbage rise
And golden plenty thence salutes our eyes.

Next o’er a spacious area we tread
With walks of grass and yellow sand bespread;
There distant on fair pedestals are seen
The dreaded thunderer and his jealous queen3;
Fronting the dome a verdant court extends
Where on each side an easy slope descends;
A well-formed basin ornaments the plain
Whose ample verge does a full tide contain.
Here the smooth turf invites our skill to try,
While without rubs the missive bowls they fly
To seek the mistress on the sportive field,
And both at once doth health and pleasure yield.

If more delights the shady walk or grove,
Scenes that the muses and the virgins love,
Where sylvan beauties are displayed around
And warbling birds their notes melodious sound;
Such now ascending near at hand we trace
Where living walls of trees divide each space,
Which with such order and such art are ranged
That still our pleasure with our walk is changed.
Nor could those vistas more exact appear
Had Orpheus or Amphion’s4 harp been there;
But if you rather choose the closer glade
For contemplation and for silence made,
A solemn gloom invites the loved retreat
Excluding both at once the light and heat.
Here sacred solitude in quiet reigns;
No sounds are heard but Philomela’s5 strains
Who soon as night has closed the busy day
Wakes her sweet voice and tunes her mournful lay.

What next most pleasing to the muse she sees
A lofty shade and formed by aged trees,
With tow’ring heads and arms aspiring high
That almost threaten to invade the sky.
In such green palaces the first kings reigned
Slept in their shades and angels entertained;
Nor a more fit receptacle could find
Were those high guests to visit earth inclined,

If well formed statues ornamental prove
Or beauty add to th’ venerable grove,
You’ll see Alcides6 resting from his toil,
The satyr bound enraged at his foil7;
If to the other side you turn your eyes,
A temple there does on fair columns rise
O’ th’ Tuscan order forming an alcove —
Such sacred were of old to Latian Jove.

Turning from hence we turn a mazy way
And a well planted wilderness survey,
Where as we through the young meanders rove
Behold the beauties of the rising grove;
When on a sudden from the labyrinth freed
Do in some new, some pleasing, tract proceed.

But stop! I see a lofty column rise
On which a statue fair attracts my eyes —

Exalted as it ought above the rest
Where great Nassau8 is with great art expressed;
What ornament could more adorn this place
Or than the hero yield an ampler grace;
What, sir, to you afford a juster fame
Or more your love of liberty proclaim;
This your respect to the great memory shows,
Your bosom with the patriot’s passion glows;
The sons of freedom own with just applause
This noble ardour for the glorious cause.

Now whither shall the muse direct her view
Or what fair subject of her theme pursue?
That arch triumphal or that tower explore?
Or the rotunda may delight her more,
Or o’er again the verdant carpets tread
And to those walls of ever green be led,
Supinely there to rest me on those seats,
While arched shades repel meridian heats,
Where half encompassed with the circling yew
See the fair prospect opening to my view
Of nature clothed in art’s improving dress,
That charms in great variety express.
There fleecy herds rove o’er yon distant field,
Where lowing kine their milky tribute yield;
Here feathered choristers chant in the groves,
And zephyrs wanton round the cool alcoves.
Happy retreat! who would not but be made
The joyful tenant of so blest a shade?
Who higher could their fond ambition trace
Than in the enjoyment of so sweet a place?
Here undisturbed within these shades to rove,
Nor envy gods their famed Idalian9 Grove.
Though I could wish such pleasure to possess,
Repine not, sir, at this your happiness,
By whose improvement these fair walks appeared
And from a wilderness this Eden reared;
You with such judgement have rude nature changed,
And her wild product into order ranged
Shows that you well deserve the gifts of heaven,
Thus to improve, and thus enjoy what’s given.

Be’t late e’er time the comely form removes
Or e’er rude hands invade these peaceful groves
E’er on these paths the wounding share10 is seen
Or trampling hoofs deface their cheerful green;
But in your worthy race may flourish long
And be the subject of some future song.

Notes
1	 The Mantuan;	Virgil
2	 Venus;	traditionally	born	at	Paphos
3	 thunderer ... queen;	 Roman	 deities	 Jupiter	 and	 his	 sister	&	

wife	Juno
4	 Amphion;	who	playing	made	the	stones	of	Thebes	city	walls	

fall	into	place
5	 Philomela;	daughter	of	legendary	king	of	Athens,	 transformed	

into	a	nightingale	after	being	 raped	by	her	brother-in-law	and	
having	her	tongue	cut	out,	here	the	nightingale

6	 Alcides;	Hercules
7	 his foil;	being	tricked
8	 Nassau;	William	III
9	 Idalian;	the	Cretan	or	Phrygian	Mount	Ida
10	share;	ploughshare

InTroduCTIon

Of	 all	 places	 to	 hold	 a	 seminar	 on	 garden	 statuary,	 Hartwell	
has	 to	 be	 one	 of	 the	most	 appropriate.	The	 statues	within	 this	
extraordinary	garden,	probably	by	the	French	sculptor	Pierre	Le	
Gros,	populate	the	place	with	messages	from	the	Ancient	World	
taken	up	with	enthusiasm	by	the	Lee	family	of	the	C18,	and	still	
legible	today.	
Thanks	 to	Head	Gardener,	Mark	 Jackman,	 and	 his	 team,	 the	

gardens	were	looking	at	their	best	for	Eric	Throssell	to	describe	
the	construction	and	restoration	of	 the	Triumphal	Arch	and	his	
analysis	of	Lady	Elizabeth	Lee’s	flower	garden,	whilst	Richard	
Wheeler	 unravelled	 the	 complexities	 of	 Sir	 Thomas	 and	 Sir	
William	Lee’s	iconography.
The	 Seminar	 itself	 ranged	 widely	 over	 the	 theme	 beginning	

with	John Edmondson of	National	Museums	Liverpool	relating	
the	 eclectic	 but	 connoisseur	 collecting	 of	 Henry	 Blundell	 in	
Lancashire.	 He	 set	 this	 within	 the	 wider	 context	 of	 sculpture	
collectors	of	the	day	and	described	Blundell’s	unique	display	of	
his	trophies	both	in	buildings	and	in	the	sylvan	surroundings	of	
his	garden.
Next	Richard Wheeler went	 through	 a	 detailed	 analysis	 of	

the	meaning	of	the	gardens	at	Hartwell	as	expressed	through	the	
paintings	of	Balthazar	Nebot,	the	poetry	of	Thomas	Merrick	and	
the	statues	themselves.

Jan Clarke followed	 with	 the	 travails	 (and	 travels)	 of	 the	
Painshill	 Bacchus,	 from	 Italy	 to	 Anglesey	 Abbey	 by	 way	 of	
Painshill,	 Fonthill,	 Hafod	 and	 Ashridge.	 As	 a	 postscript	 a	
cast	 of	 the	 statue	 is	 now	 being	 made	 at	 Trevor	 Proudfoot’s	
workshop	at	Cliveden	and	copies	are	on	 the	way	for	Anglesey	
Abbey,	Painshill,	Hafod	and	Ashridge.	In	the	words	of	Alastair	
Laing,	 the	National	Trust’s	 adviser	on	paintings	and	 sculpture,	
Bacchus’s	 tours	around	England	will	be	marked	 like	 latter-day	
Eleanor	Crosses	around	the	country.

Tim Knox,	Director	of	the	Soane	Museum,	but	formerly	Head	
Curator	 at	 the	 National	 Trust	 then	 looked	 at	 the	 conservation	
of	garden	statuary	and	the	perils	and	pitfalls	(and	collapses)	of	
these	materials,	mostly	not	designed	for	a	wet	and	frosty	British	
climate.	Not	everything	done	in	the	past	has	been	exemplary	and	
many	useful	lessons	came	through	Tim’s	erudition	and	humour.
Lastly	Richard Wheeler explored	 the	 idea	 of	 the	Choice	 of	

Hercules,	 between	 vice	 and	 virtue,	 	 as	 expressed	 in	 many	 of	
the	 gardens	 of	 the	 C18	 in	 various	 ways	 including	 sculpture.	
Not	 surprisingly	 Stowe,	West	Wycombe	 and	 Stourhead	 came	
to	the	fore	in	this	lecture,	but	less	immediately	obvious	was	the	
overriding	influence	of	Versailles,	with	its	Via	Regia;	the	straight	
and	narrow	path,	from	which	through	life	we	all	stray.
In	the	afternoon	the	practicalities	of	the	morning	were	explored	

in	 the	 gardens;	 from	 Juno	 and	 Jupiter	 with	 their	 associated	
peacock	and	eagle,	to	the	lost	satyr	Marsyas,	now	only	marked	
by	 the	 stone	 tree	 to	which	he	was	 tied,	 and	his	one	 remaining	
cloven	hoof.	We	were	told	that	his	loss	could	be	laid	at	the	door	
of,	 as	 so	 often,	wartime	 soldiers	who	 vandalised	 the	 figure	 in	
their	usual	way.	Apparently	the	daughter	of	the	Head	Gardener	
at	the	time	thought	that	her	father’s	staff	were	then	instructed	to	
‘bury	the	devil’	as	with	all	treasure	in	wartime,	to	be	uncovered	
when	more	peaceful	times	returned.	It	hasn’t	been	seen	since...
We	have	also	included	the	1737	poem	by	Alexander	Merrick,	

which	 so	wonderfully	 evokes	 the	 spirit	 of	Hartwell’s	 gardens.	
It	may	have	been	commissioned	 in	 the	same	way	as	Balthazar	
Nebot’s	 painings	 of	 the	 gardens,	 to	 record	 them	 as	 they	were	
about	to	vanish.	Although	he	was	probably	a	Woollen	Draper	and	
Mercer	based	 in	Aylesbury	 from	about	1718	 to	1733,	 and	was	
probably	buried	 there	 as	 a	Surveyor	of	Windows	on	24th	 July	
1759,	his	poem	opens	up	the	garden	in	the	most	delightful	way.
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